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Abstract_This study aims to investigate the parts working with majority logic usable for developing single electronic aggregate 

circuits. These gates include two single electron boxes (SEB) that are similar and having three signal inputs and three outputs. 
Logic 1 in the output emerges when two or three inputs are “1” and when we have logic “0”, with two or three inputs “0” and 
continuously, we will examine and introduce proposed gates such as AND, OR, BUFFER and dealing with the accuracy of function 
of such structures by SIMON Simulator specialized for single electron tools. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

 Single electron parts are considered as parts used in 
Nano electronic and due to their very low energy usage and 
capability of using several gates in transistors and other 
single electron tools (these gates may provide us with higher 
performance) besides their very low size, this paper tries to 
have a deep concentration on single electron parts.  
 One of the issues discussed in single electron parts is 
applying and launching the parts in the frame of aggregate 
circuits. For this reason, there are proposed basic gates that 
comprising the basic of digital system. These gates follow of 
another logic called “Majority Logic” that its gates in this 
paper it is introduced by a pair of single electron box (SEB) 
and accuracy of this configuration verified by a SIMON 
Simulator that is a simulator based on MONTE CARLO. 
 Part 2 studies the single electron tools and their current 
concepts and part 3 deals with majority gates and logic 
governing on them.  Part 4 discusses the designing and 
launching AND, OR, BUFFER with studying the simulation 
results using SIMON Simulator. And finally there is a 
general conclusion.  
 

II. SINGLE ELECTRONIC TOOLS 
 
  One of the most basic single electronic tools working 
based on quantum tunneling is single electronic box (SBE) 
that is considered due to its low size and programmability. 
 
A. Electrical and behavioral specifications of SEB 

 In a glance, SEB comprised from two series of 
capacitors and can be powered by a DC power.  
supply and its output is an extractable nodel. As indicated in 
figure 2, from SIMON Simulator, by increase in the power 
voltage, output voltage begins to increase and when it attains 
to a given point that is tunneling threshold, it will abruptly 
fall in the output and by increasing the input voltage, this will 
be repeated. This can be proved by seeing figure 3 indicating 
the increased electron in nodel after any tunneling and we 
can see that before tunneling, by increased voltage, there may 
not be any change in the number of electrons present in 
nodel. While, by increasing the voltage in both ends of 
tunnel, an electron may tunnel from ground to nodel and 
added to the number of electrons. Threshold voltage for 
tunneling is e/2C1 and in the output, voltage will be put 
between two high and low limits  ((e/2)(1/C∑)) 
 

 
             

Figure 1- circuit schematic of a SEB 
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Ffigure 2- voltage output resulted from simulation of dc function on seb 
 
 

 
 

Figure 3- Simulation resulted from DC function on SEB with load output 

 
B.  A Pair of Balanced Single Electron Box 
 SEB is a mono stable part and state of this part is 
determined by bias used in it (Vdd), for this reason, it may not 
be useful for being applied in binary logical gates; thus, (for 
developing the majority logic) it is needed to a bistable tools. 
This has been designed by combining two similar SEBs as 
indicated in figure 4. 
 This bistable made out of two SEBs that their isles 
connected to each other by a capacitor, C0, by this, it is 
determined the stable state by electrons in the isle (n1, n2) that 
has two stable states comparing with a SEB. When there is 
an increase in Vdd, an electron moves from ground to one of 
the isles and force them to obtain negative voltage and also 
prevents more tunneling to itself and next isles and in this 
state, it can be seen two states (1,0) and (0,1) in the isles. 
 This bistable will change its state by increase in Vdd 
(figures 4&5). When Vdd=0,  bistable is in (0,0) state and 
when Vdd increases and attains to threshold voltage, one 
electron may conduct from ground to one of the isles, here 
isle 2 (because conditions are the same for both, therefore, 
tunneling possibility is the same for both); thus, the state will 
be changed from (0,0) to (0,1) and when there is occurred 
tunneling for one, other tunneling will be stopped and it 
maintains the circuit of this state by increase in bias voltage 
and bias voltage attains to second threshold and this indicates 
that proposed balanced pair is a bistable in the range of bias 
voltage, V1 and V2, and this paper will examine this bias 

range. By increase in Vdd, and passing from second 
threshold, the state of bistable will be changed to (1,1) and 
when Vdd increases more, its state will be changed from 
(1,1) to (2,1) or (1,2) and by more increase, it will attain to 
(2,2),… In this simulation, all capacitors are considered 10af. 
 

 
 

Figure 4- Load output in SEB bistable 
 
 

 
 

 
 

Figure 5- Output of a similar SEB pair by applying majority gates voltage 

 
 

III. MAJORITY LOGIC 
 
  Majority gate logic function determines output state by 
majority of inputs state. A majority gate has some binary 
inputs and in this proposed structure, there is also the same 
size of outputs (bistable). Following table indicates the 
accuracy of majority gate of three inputs compatible with 
algebraic equation (Boolean) (1): 

Out=abc+a’bc+ab’c+abc’+a’b’c’                   (1) 
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Figure 6- (a) schematic of a balanced pair (bistable), (b)  
schematic of inputs and outputs 

 

 
 

Figure 7- inputs and outputs (0,0,0) and (1,1,1) 
 

 

IV. DESIGNING AND LAUNCHING AND, OR, BUFFER 
 
 In this part, there are provided some proposals with 
simulation of designs for main gates used in logical circuits. 
Accuracy of proposed designs tested and verified by SIMON 
Simulator. 
 
A.  Designing and Launching AND 
 Initially, it is necessary to derive this logic from 
majority logic and find out that if assume one of the inputs 
to be “0” in a majority gate, our output than two other inputs 
will follow AND operator and this indicated in following 
tables that are based on majority logic, from Boolean 
algebra, by putting “0” as input logic, C, we have: 
Out=abc+a’bc+ab’c+abc’+a’b’c                  (2) 

If, C=o, it gives: 
Out= ab 
That is the same as AND we considered. 
 

Table 1- Input and output of AND logic 
 

INPUTS OUTPUTS 

A B C F 
0 0 0 0 
0 1 0 0 
1 0 0 0 
1 1 0 1 

 
 This approved by SIMON Simulator as below: 
 
If both inputs are “1” 
 

 
 

Figure 8- Output and input of AND of bistable with majority logic 

 
 Both inputs are “0” 

 
                  

Figure 9- Output and input of AND of bistable with majority logic 

 One input is “1” and another one “0” 
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Figure 10- Output and input of AND of bistable with majority logic 

 
B. Designing and Launching OR 
 For designing OR gate, there has been also used of 
specifications stated in part 3 and we find out that if one of 
the inputs is taken with “1”, output function of two other 
inputs will be OR operator function and this is verified in 
following table and SIMON Simulator, from Boolean 
algebra, we have: 
 

Out=abc+a’bc+ab’c+abc’+a’b’c’                     (4) 
 

If C=1, we have: 
Out = a+b                                                 (5) 

 
Table 2- Input and output related to AND logic 

INPUT OUT PUT 

A B C F 
0 0 1 0 
1 0 1 1 
0 1 1 1 
1 1 1 1 

 
   

If both inputs are “1”: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Figure 11 and 12 - Output and input of OR of bistable with majority logic 

 
If one input is “1” and another one “0” 
 

 
 

Figure 13- Output and input of OR of bistable with majority logic 

 
If both are “0” 
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Figure 14- Output and input of OR of bistable with majority logic 
 

C. Designing and Launching BUFFER 
  In electronic, buffer is an amplifier making the 
impedance conduction from a class to another class 
possible, but in computer science, it is responsible for 
saving and receiving the input data, for example in 
printers as well as output gates, it will be saved there 
before sending to output. 
By reviewing part 3, we can find that if one of inputs 
are given “10” and another one “1”, by applying clock 
(Vdd), we can transfer input to output, such that by 
Boolan review and accuracy table we can attain to it: 
 
Out=abc+a’bc+ab’c+abc’+a’b’c’                     (6) 
 
If C=0, A=1, we have: 
Out= B                                                           (7) 
 
Table 3- Input/ Output of Buffer 

INPUTS OUT PUTS 
A B C F 
1 1 0 1 
1 0 0 0 

 
This has been verified by SIMON Simulator as below: 
 
If input is “1”, in after clock output we have: 
 
 

 
 

Figure 15- Buffer simulation with input “1” 

 
And if input is “0”, in after clock output we have: 
 

 
 

Figure 16- Buffer simulation with input “1” 

 
V. CONCLUSION 

 
     Single electron tools have low power consumption 
(are economic with easy design) and have low size and 
can be more considered for designing LSI circuits and 
by providing basic gates, it can be more useful in new 
technological era and considerable point is majority 
logic, besides complicated design using it, majority 
logic can provide great function more briefly (based on 
design). This paper recommended basic gates with 
majority logic studied and verified by SIMON 
Simulator. 
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